KSC RETURN TO SWIMMING MEMBERS
SURVEY
Question

count

%

Q1 Will you be returning to Kimberley Swimming Club once swimming
pools reopen?
Yes as soon as the pool reopens
120
88.9%
Yes September +
14
10.4%
No return
1
0.7%

Jun‐20
Comments

Return later comments reference uncertainty about
transmission risk and control
Some high risk swimmers may delay their return

Q2 If you answered yes to question 1 and plan to return to Kimberley
Swimming Club, do you hope to return in the same capacity in terms of
number of sessions and days if possible?
Same commitment
Increase commitment
Decrease commitment

123
12
0

91.1%
8.9%
0.0%

Q3 Do you have any fears or concerns about returning to KSC
No
Yes

108
27

80.0%
20.0%

top 3 issues raised relate to social distancing in lanes,
social distancing in changing areas and hygiene
additional requests for clarification of safety
measures
one response wants to see new transmission
numbers decrease before returning

Q4 If Kimberley Swimming Club has to adapt its operations and allocate
swimming sessions on an invitation only basis in order to keep swimmers
anonymous comment ‐Back to normal or not at all
in small “swimmer bubble groups” would you support this
one comment mentions they are not convinced
social bubbles will work
Yes
132
97.8%

No

3

2.2%

Q5 If swimming club sessions have to be reduced to 45 minute duration
would you support this idea?
Yes
No

132
3

97.8%
2.2%

Q6 If swimmers were required to turn up for the club session “pool
ready” to limit changing room use would you support this approach
Yes
No

133
2

98.5%
1.5%

1 x suggestion of 50 min session
2 comments regards reduction in session fee
one comment "What difference does 15 minutes
make? Does the virus only transmit after 45 minutes
has passed?"

one comment about making no sense as everyone
would be in the changing room together
one comment about our climate not allowing this

Q7 If showers were closed and swimmers were asked to quickly towel
dry, dress and leave the Leisure Centre could you support this approach? the few comments we received wildly fluctuate
between believing showers should not be open at all
Yes
133
98.5%
and believing showers should open as normal
No
2
1.5%
Q8 If spectators were not able to remain in the Leisure Centre would you
be willing to leave the Leisure Centre and leave your swimmer in the
care of the teacher on poolside (reasonable adjustment would be made Some concerns about younger weaker swimmers
who are immature and not confident
for those under 8 years old)
additional comments from disabled swimmers who
needs addi onal support
Yes
127
94.1%
No
8
5.9%

Q9 Swim England and our Leisure Centre operator, Liberty Leisure
require a comprehensive COVID‐19 risk assessment to be undertaken by
Kimberley Swimming Club before any consideration can be given to
returning to the pool. The RA is almost complete In order to return to
club swimming all members and their parents/carers will need to read
and digest this document and agree to the control meausres
documented which will be put in place to limit the risk of COVID‐19. what
is your preferred means of receiving this information
email
text
phone call
social media post
other (please specify)

104
11
0
20
0

77.0%
8.1%
0.0%
14.8%
0.0%

Additional comments (names undisclosed)
All of our answers and comments so far are based on the assumption that we read the risk assessments and feel happy with the
measures put in place to mitigate the risk of a COVID 19 infection.
We are supportive of whatever measures you need to put in place to get back up and running. No fears or concerns re COVID‐
19. I think the swimmers will be keen to return and get active and see friends, so the sooner the better.
Fully support any changes which would allow daughter to get back to swimming in a safe environment. Only consideration
would be some flexibility in times so can work around work, school/ other sporting activities.
I would like to know how permanent the issues raised by covid are as the requirement to keep fly out of the programme and
limited exertion are going to be damaging to the swimmers development in the long term.
Thank you for doing all of this to get everyone back to swimming. It’s much appreciated as you don’t realise how much you miss
something when you can’t do it.

What about a questionnaire to be completed by a parent prior to coming swimming, a diclaimer if you like?
Kimberley swim club do an amazing job. We fully support you and look forward to seeing you all again when we can. We have
missed you all.
XX will probably attend once a week. Wed if possible, if you do have to allocate spaces can do Sun or Mon if Wed not free.
Look forward to seeing you all again
My main concern is proximity in the change areas. Can the session be staggered to allow for less children at any one time in the
changing area. Also parents of children over 8 should be discouraged from going into the changing rooms.
thanks
Thank you for keeping us well informed under such difficult circumstances. We know that there is currently lots going off
behind the scenes.
Please hurry back! I know you will have safety at the forefront of all decisions.
We miss swimming and appreciate the complexities around safety x
Hi ‐ thanks for this. Very helpful. My expectation at this stage of lockdown is that a 'bubble' approach is likely and that
swimmers will have their sessions shortened so more swimmers can take part in smaller numbers per lane. I would welcome
this as a way of getting everyone back into the pool.
XX is keen to return to swimming as soon as possible!!
I'm happy to follow what ever instructions you need to follow.
Thanks for all the communication during this period. Can't wait to be back.
XX would just like to know when she can return swimming and hope it’s as soon as possible
My children can’t wait to return. Just want to be sure it will be as safe as possible.
Children keen to get back swimming 🏊♂🏊♀
Happy to go along with whatever it takes to get them back swimming again. Will help out in any way I can!
Thank you for your work towards a return to swimming, we appreciate it
I can’t wait to be back with my swim family again!
Make the changing rooms a in and out service. All swimmers( boys and girls) enter via the boys changing rooms( all swimmers
We really hope you will still be able to have a disability session when re‐starting. Please let me know if there is anything we can
do to help facilitate this.
Thank You
Looking forward to getting xxxx) swimming again.
We hope you are all well and thank you for your continued commitment,xxxx has missed you all so much :)

